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About This Game

The Voice in the Void is a bizarre, hilarious RPG with timing-based combat. Travel to the surreal Land of the Dead, where
unusual characters and fiendish monsters await at every turn! You'll unleash an arsenal of attacks, use an abundance of unusual

items, solve mysterious puzzles, go up against armies of restless spirits, and even challenge the Grim Reaper himself!

-Battle over 55 fully animated, unique enemies in fast-paced combat that will test your reflexes.

-Interact with a multitude of weird and funny characters across various exciting locations.

-Explore the colorful worlds of the land of the dead, full of wonderful treasures and fearsome foes.

-Fight in heart-pounding boss battles with the strongest inhabitants of the land of the dead.

-Enjoy colorful graphics and catchy 8-bit music along the way.
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This game impressed on me very well how hard combating climate change is. Luckily since the release it appears that the cost of
renewable energy has come down way more than the makers of the game predicted.. Before they were known as Himalaya
Studios, the devs lovingly recreated three titles from two of my favorite franchises... King's Quest and Quest For Glory. They
are fantastic and I recommend them to anyone who enjoys point and click adventures. They are so good, in fact, that I will give
this irritating, 800 x 600 eye-destroying quick cash-in monstrosity a free pass. You're welcome, guys.. Sacred Almanac Traces
of Greed is a hidden object game, oddly without any hidden object scenes. It looks exactly like a HOG and plays just like a
HOG and it has puzzles, and an inventory just like a HOG, it however plays and feels more like an avatarless point and click
game built using a hidden object game engine.

The story is good, as far as hidden object games go, although I can't help but feel like a few of the key plot points have been
lifted directly from a few archaeological themed films \/ books (or at least inspired by). The graphics are decent enough on a
1080p monitor for a 2016 indie hidden object title, the sound effects do their job and the background music is largely mellow,
soothing and inoffensive. The lack of voice acting, however is rather notable and disappointing.

Few of the puzzles (the game has 18 puzzles in total) are overly challenging and most are actually very short \/ quick. As for the
achievements, they are for the most part story related with a few dedicated to completing all the puzzles without skipping.

Overall, I had fun playing the game, although it was rather short (ignore my play time, I was making a guide, the actual game is
about 1.5 ~ 2 hours long), just be aware you are playing largely in the story, a few puzzles and an easy 100% achievements,
perhaps best bought on sale (if it had voice acting, I would have said the full price was worth it).

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1607375387. This is unlike any other game or visual novel that I've
come across and this is why you should play it. The way that the art and music combine with the narrative is intensely creepy
and there are many touches to it that make it magical to play through. I really admire the design team for their risk-taking in
creating something so unique and the result is a really interesting and polished product. The ending is a bit of a
shocker\/controversial and one that sticks in your head for a while! I'd be really interested to see what these guys release next!

. So far I say this game is good. With you running around the house while you must keep the clock wound up it does create
tension. The only problem is that I don't know how each toy works and It does get kinda confusing going from one room to the
other even with the map. But besides that I would recommend this game!
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Entertaining. Absolutly broken. I am getting really tired of steam putting Beta release games in as production copy. This is Beta,
nothing wrong with that unless your sold a product that has no business being on the market. Idea is nice, mechanics are boring
and cumbersome. All that could be improved but the game has to work and this doesn't. Continue does not continue from where
you left off, autosave does not revert you to last autosave (not even star date is correct). Every save outside of base on explore
mode fails and leaves you with a ruined game. Auto mode hangs and forces you to restart which won't work becausse of the
above. DO NOT buy this game if you are expecting production ready copy.. I fell in love with this game slow at first but iy
smacks ya n the face
This is the link to my gameplay but id highly suggest playing it
https://youtu.be/y70DYkJ-3DI. I got the game from HB. This is a walking simulator game, not really interested with this kind of
game although the story might looks interesting. I think it will be better if we create it into a movie. Sorry, can't recommend if
you dislike walking simulator.. If you're asking "should I buy this?", my answer is NO.
Yes it's early access, but it's unplayable for now.

The #1 problem in this game: "No player base" (most of the time 0 player online)...
AND it's MULTIPLAYER ONLY...
we cant play a multiplayer game alone <_<

THE GAMEPLAY:
The gameplay itself feels BORING, it's LACKING CONTENT..
There's a lot of bug too

Only buy if you want to SUPPORT THE DEV.
BUT, DON'T EXPECT TOO MUCH, even the Models are from unity asset store (they buy the models). Either they're too lazy
to make or they simply can't make one since the game is only managed by a small team

EDIT: THE DEVS DIDN'T UPDATE THE GAME AFTER A LONG TIME

TL;DR : Not worth it for now (no playerbase, boring, feels unoriginal, and buggy). Hi,

So, you are destroying asteroids \/ meteorites that are on trajectory to hit earth. If one hits a city it can damage and destroy th
city and lower your score. Zero, score, earth is lost. There is Survival mode, A mode where you must supply and I think protect
a starship, and a mode where the population must take the ship and leave (exodus), Easy 4 difficulties, and a switch to have
supplies sent by actual pod instead of instant, so orbital position determines dealy.

You can choose one of two Robots. The robot is in orbit, with functioning orbital mechanics. now free flying around, you
position your feet (thrust vector) in the opposite direction of the intended direction you want to change the shape of the orbit.
So, thrusting away from the earth for say 45 degrees of orbit travel with distort the orbit into an ellipse. You can have part of
your orbit in the atmosphere this way, or a really big obit on one leg, etc\u2026

You have an autopilot that uses the WADS keys and two others that align you in the important angles with the orbital plane, and
you hit Q to thrust. You can disable autopilot and go crazy with orbit shapes. There appears to be functioning gravity and orbital
physics for everything, you, your projectiles, asteroids, etc\u2026 but the scale of the earth and your orbit distance is
compressed.

Space swaps between a view that allows selecting cities on earth, or asteroids, you yourself (R) and the mouselook view of the
robot.

Tactical View (robot) can look in any direction and shoot weapons from the arms attached to the view. There is a rectical.
Around the reticle is a ring representing your scanner range. Inside the circle is your tracking range. Objects outside the tracking
ring in sensor range show up as orange arrows along the ring. Look toward the arrow to find an incoming object. Inside the
tracking ring can still be outside of actually tracking, since you can line up far away object, but you can lock onto object once
inside that range, and get various upgrades help with targeting.

You can destroy incoming objects with 4 weapons;
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1. Rail gun: Long range, fast firing, free ammo, weak damage. Can break apart big object into many small objects, which is
challenging. Gravity affect the projectiles, and they can damage earth and the cities. This is run by a crew member out of many
that you can pick, and give positive and negative perks that you assign at game start. Crew are on earth in cities, and if that city
is destroyed, you have to move him for that station to function - same for every station in this list. The Time Of Flight, Damage,
Rate of Fire can be upgraded 5 levels each.

2. Plasma Gun: Short Range, four plasma spheres released per shot, anything they hit and damage enough seems to vaporize.
High damage, good for close groups. Uses Ammo. Can\u2019t hurt earth. Upgrade Time, Damage Speed 5 levels.

3. Missiles: Lock onto a Target and the missile will track and intercept the object. I think very damaging. Uses ammo. Upgrade
Time, Damage, Acceleration 5 levels.

4. Robot Punch. You can fire your right hand out for a short distance and hit very close stuff. It\u2019s on a cable that rolls it
back in. No crew for punch.

5. The Sensor. The sensor is upgradeable for Range, and Speed of lock, and you can add Range Finder, Lead Computing Sight,
and Targeting Computer (locks firing angle to lead)

The Strategic(?) view allows you to click on cities, hit (R) to lock onto robot, and any objects in sapce. Cities are very
important. They produce money for your upgrades and suppliers. You can click on any one and you will be able to:
1. Perform any of the upgrades I mention above. Cost money.

2. Send ammo, and thruster fuel to the robot, instant of by pod. Cost money.

3. Build and deploy outside cities (I think anywhere) Gunships, Missile Silos, and Tanks. Cost money.You can also upgrade
these units in similar fashion to your weapons, and it applys to all units existing. The units are not permanent.They un-deploy
after a period.

I am finding this game very deep and quite challenging. Functioning gravity and orbital mechanics are neat to play around with.
I am glad I picked it up, nothing quite like it, and the engine is version 2 of the engine they use for their hard core military
simulations. They have complex sensor simulations in the engine if it is even exactly the same as old engine, they do military
contract work (sonor for sure) and now we seem to have spherical earth simulation with gravity for weapons and platform to
operate on. I hope to see the next great naval combat simulation come from them, but I can see more than that supported by this
engine.
. Nice relaxing game. Chill music and nice visuals. Well, the time has come. I have to write a negative review for a Zeiva game.
I love these games. I think they're emotionally great. This one, I wasn't into. It wasn't funny or charming. I was just boring. I've
heard all the jokes before, so Clich\u00e9 is pretty cliche. Like I said, I love Zeiva games and look forward to every new one.
This one, didn't grab me.. Super simple but a really good fun little game. It really brings out the competitiveness and you and last
time I played it, a gang of about 8 of us were taking turns playing and screaming at the tv. Cool tunes too. I find this game
lacking in comparison to other 4x space games. But for $22 it's alright. It's not a must have IMO, but if you must add to your 4X
space game collection, then I recommend getting this on sale.
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